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Status:

Fixed

Start date:

Priority:

Low

Due date:

Assignee:
Category:

General

Target version:

Candidate for next minor release

Affected Version:

1.6.8

08/10/2015

% Done:

100%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Description
I followed various discussions around the RW2 raw format and support. Although it is reported as fixed, I am unable to edit any of
these images.
Darktable will display about a third of the the thumbnails in lighttable mode. Every image errors with "Image XXX.RW2 is not
available!" in darkroom mode.
I run a built-from-source version of 1.6.8, so I can test/contribute fairly easily.
History
#1 - 08/10/2015 10:41 PM - Pedro Côrte-Real
- Priority changed from Medium to Low
- Target version deleted (Candidate for next patch release)

You must have been looking at issues about other cameras. We only support the cameras for which we have samples. There is currently no TZ70
support. There are other Panasonic cameras that are supported but so far the TZ70 has never been:
http://www.darktable.org/resources/camera-support/
To add support we need at least one sample file per each of the camera modes (1:1, 3:2, 4:3, 16:9). Please attach them here and if possible submit
them to rawsamples.ch as well.

#2 - 08/10/2015 10:46 PM - Pedro Côrte-Real
- Status changed from New to Incomplete
- % Done changed from 0 to 20

#3 - 08/12/2015 06:38 PM - Andrew Morgan
I attempted to attach one image for each aspect ratio. The images are around 14MB, but it reported "Request Entity Too Large". I submitted them to
rawsamples.ch.

#4 - 08/12/2015 08:15 PM - Pedro Côrte-Real
We've been having problems with the upload support in the bug tracker. We can wait for rawsamples.ch to update but you can also provide us with a
dropbox link or something similar so we can download the files.

#5 - 08/13/2015 11:11 AM - Andrew Morgan
Here is a DropBox link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nnl5yhxtr2e7p9o/AADH2TfaUsTQHTjJSeyBNtH_a?dl=0
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#6 - 08/13/2015 11:31 AM - Pedro Côrte-Real
- Status changed from Incomplete to Fixed
- Target version set to Candidate for next minor release
- % Done changed from 20 to 100

Thanks, should be fixed in this commit:
https://github.com/darktable-org/darktable/commit/764d81ab6ba5df4b30551cb6885486ff110a8ff0
It will probably be in 1.6.9 whenever we release that.

#7 - 08/13/2015 12:07 PM - Andrew Morgan
Thanks very much! Since I am on vacation and very keen to edit the images, I may try building from the commit.

#8 - 08/13/2015 12:10 PM - Pedro Côrte-Real
That commit is in the development version so you probably don't want to build that (you can never go back to 1.6.8 and it's not guaranteed to be
stable). We will probably backport this into the darktable-1.6.x branch (what will become 1.6.9) so that's the one you probably will want to build
instead.
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